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AV Receivers SC-LX704 VSX-LX504 VSX-LX304 VSX-534D VSX-LX104 VSX-934 VSX-834 VSX-534 VSX-LX503 VSX-LX303 VSX-LX103 VSX-933 VSX-S520D VSX-LX302 VSX-932 VSX-LX102 SC-LX502 VSX-532 VSX-LX101 VSX-930 VSX-924 VSX-832 VSX-831 VSX-830 VSX-824 VSX-531 VSX-
430 VSX-330 VSX-329 VSX-1131 VSX-1130 SC-LX901 SC-LX89 SC-LX88 SC-LX801 SC-LX79 SC-LX78 SC-LX701 SC-LX59 SC-LX58 SC-LX501 SC-2024 SC-1224 System Components MRX-5 MRX-3 X-HM76D_HM76_HM86_XC-HM86D X-HM76_XC-HM86 XW-LF3 XW-BTSA1 X-SMC11 X-
SMC01BT X-HM82 X-HM72 X-HM51 X-HM51DAB X-HM32V X-HM31DAB X-HM22 X-HM16 X-EM22 X-EM12 X-CM66D X-CM56D X-CM56 X-CM52BT X-CM35 X-CM32BT XC-HM82 Manual Library / PioneerAudio Video Receiver (1994-95) (4 reviews) SpecificationsTuning range: FM, MWPower output:
110 watts per channel into 8Ω (stereo)Surround output: 110W (front), 110W (center), 110W (rear)Frequency response: 5Hz to 100kHzTotal harmonic distortion: 0.09%Input sensitivity: 2.8mV (MM), 200mV (line)Signal to noise ratio : 76dB (MM), 97dB (line)Exit: 200mV (line)Speaker load impedance: 8 to
16 Video Connections: compositeDimensions: 420 x 155 x 300mmWeight: 8kg Accessories: remote controlYear: 1994 Login Boots or register, to post reviewsReviewed January 28, 2019 by leisuremanSounds great after years of service never fail. I used it in a dirty old garage where he could have died at
any time and I would be forgiven. But now it's in my office driving some decent speakers and a sub woofer and sounds great! Considered on December 8, 2018, SnaggletoothI had a Pioneer VSX-454 receiver for over 10 years, and it proved to be a quality and reliable workhorse. I use it every day to listen
to all kinds of music (classical, jazz, electronic, metal) and VSX-454 has rendered it all with competence and energy. Nothing has ever gone wrong with him, despite having his cranked to the limit in many parties. The sound quality is great for such a medium-sized machine. The sound is warm, neutral
and well balanced, with fine details when needed. I notice a bit of distortion at a very high volume level, but hey, this is to be expected at this level. Over the years I've tried to find a replacement for it at least a dozen times, but the various amps/receivers (similar, or better, class and vintage) that I brought
home to compare (long term) to VSX-454 all failed to clearly beat it. Some of them were really lovely units (Luxman R-341, Yamaha HTR-5930, and Denon AVR-1907), but I must say that they were not clear winners, and, FWIW, I have no emotional attachment to the VSX-454. I think sound is highly
subjective and also depends on a number of factors such as how your components (CD player, player, amp, speakers) all work together as well as your room size and acoustics. Plus for me is the Super Bass button - it gives a really deep bass. Nitpicks I have mostly mostly 1). handle for radio dial 2).
Size, shape and lighting of buttons, and, 3). The radio AM signal is not very strong, even with the antenna (but it can also be due to the many tall buildings in the city center I live in) Anyway, it's all minor things that deal with personal preferences. The value for money is 10/10 for this. Considered 06
December 2015 by sidewinder767Pretty is good for an inexpensive Pioneer product. I bought mine used as well, but still sounds great driving my big (rebuilt) Kenwood speakers. I make it work this butt up. I crank my computer into it and use it for all my home theater stuff. Old block but never had a
problem.... and I have a remote control because you need it to control the surrounding features. Buy one online for $50. Considered April 19, 2015 classicruiserA a good A/V receiver and easy to operate. I bought mine used, but it works well. Just not enough remote control. I'm very pleased! It has a lot of
power to manage the massive speakers I have, and the music is very clear. Comments This website or its third-party tools use cookies that are necessary for its operation and are necessary to achieve the goals illustrated in the cookie policy. If you want to know more or withdraw your consent to all or
some cookies, please refer to the cookie policy. By closing this banner, scrolling through the page, clicking on the link, or continuing to view otherwise, you agree to use cookies. You're redirected. If the page can't redirect click here. My father recently connected a surround sound system for our HDTV
using a headphone jack to an RCA cable. Our TV is connected to the Xbox 360 if it is relevant. Our receiver is an old Pioneer VSX-454. The center, the submarine and the front speakers work, and the rear speakers do not work at all, even with a test tone. I tried going into the TV settings, but nothing
mattered. We checked the wires, and everything seems to be in place. Currently we have THE TV headphones Jack-'gt;RCA cable connected to the LD (Laser Disc) slot, because that's the only way we could connect the TV to the receiver (our TV doesn't have any audio/video ins/outs for some strange
reason) PLEASE HELP! I have no idea what I'm doing wrong and would love for the rear speakers to work! Page 2 12 comments comments
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